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ABSTRACT

Three tungsten powder samples—one coarse grained (c-W; grain size: 1 μm–3 μm) and two nanocrystalline (n-W; average grain sizes: 10 nm and
50 nm)—are investigated under nonhydrostatic compression in a diamond anvil cell in separate experiments, and their in situ X-ray diffraction
patterns are recorded. The maximum microscopic deviatoric stress in each tungsten sample, a measure of the yield strength, is determined by
analyzing the diffraction line width. Over the entire pressure range, the strength of tungsten increases noticeably as the grain size is decreased
from1 μm–3 μm to 10 nm. The results show that the yield strength of tungstenwith an average crystal size of 10 nm is around 3.5 times that of the
sample with a grain size of 1 μm–3 μm.

©2020Author(s). All article content, exceptwhere otherwisenoted, is licensedunderaCreativeCommonsAttribution (CCBY) license (http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0005395

I. INTRODUCTION

In the 1950s, Hall1 and Petch2 found experimentally that the
strength of low-carbon steels (σ) is inversely dependent on the grain
size (d), leading to the Hall–Petch (HP) relation

σ � σ0 + kd−1/2, (1)

where k is a constant and σ0 is some base resistance of the constituent
single crystal. Subsequent experimental studies showed that the HP
effect also pertains to other alloys and pure metals.3 The HP relation
predicts extremely high strength when the grain size is reduced to the
nanoscale, but both strength softening and strengthening with de-
creasing grain size have been reported.4–12 Some experiments have
reported size softening (inverse HP effect), and samples either showed
obvious artifacts or were at least problematic.13 A controversy is
whether the HP relation breaks down when the grain size is smaller
than the critical size. It is difficult to demonstrate HP breakdown by
experiments on a pure metal, the reasons being (i) the rapid grain
growth inpurenanostructuredmetals at lowhomologous temperatures
and (ii) the possibility of grain growth during plastic deformation.
Moreover, the structure and state of the grain boundaries can also
influence the strength considerably.14 X-ray diffraction (XRD) can be

used to measure directly the average yield strength of a single grain,
thereby avoiding effects due to bulk sample quality (porosity, grain-
boundary bonding, etc.) in indentation or deformation experiments.15

Tungsten (W) is a technologically important material because of
its excellent properties. The strength characteristics of incompressible
materials (e.g.,WandRe) are important for optimizing the design and
operation of high-pressure equipment.16,17 Meanwhile, W has a high
melting point and is not easily oxidized. Therefore, we studied how
grain size affects the yield strength of W by using in situ angle-
dispersive XRD in a symmetric diamond anvil cell (DAC). Experi-
ments were carried out using W powders with average grain sizes of
10 nm, 50 nm, and 1 μm–3 μm.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

WeusedXRDto characterize nano-Wpowders (99.9%; grain sizes:
10nmand50nm;RenxinMetalMaterials,China) andmicro-Wpowder
(99.9%; grain size: 1 μm–3 μm; Nangong Xindun Alloys Spraying Co.
Ltd., China). To avoid exposing the nano-W powders to oxygen, we
loaded the nano-W in an inert-gas protection box and a layer of paraffin
oil was spread over the sample before performing XRD. The influence
of grain sizemeans that the diffraction-peak full width at halfmaximum
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(FWHM)of10-nmWismuch larger than thoseof 50-nmWandmicro-
W, as shown in Fig. 1(a). We use the Scherrer equation D �
λ/(β cos θ)—where λ is the X-ray wavelength, β is the FWHM of the
diffraction peak, and θ is the diffraction angle—to obtain the particle
sizes of the nanocrystalline samples as∼10 nm and 70 nm.We also used
scanning and transmission electron microscopy to analyze the size
distributions and morphologies of the 10-nm and 50-nm W
samples, which gives average grain sizes of 10nmand50nmas shown in
Fig. 1(b) and 1(c).

High-pressure experiments were carried out using a DAC
with 300-μm-diameter diamond-anvil flat faces to compress the W
samples. A stainless-steel gasket with a thickness of ∼40 μm was
precompressed at 16 GPa using the DAC, then a 100-μm-diameter
hole was drilled in the center of the indentation as the sample
container. To provide a nonhydrostatic environment, the sample
chamber was devoid of any pressure-transmitting medium. A 5-μm
ruby sphere was placed on top of the sample center and used as a
pressure marker.18 The in situ high-pressure angle-dispersive syn-
chrotron XRD (AXRD) experiments were carried out in a DAC at the
4W2 high-pressure station of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation
Facility at room temperature. The incident X-ray beam had a
wavelength of 0.061 99 nm and was collimated to a cross section of
38 3 22 μm2. Conventional intensity–2θ diffraction curves were
obtained by integrating the two-dimensional diffraction patterns
using the Fit2D software. Further analysis gave the lattice parameters
and high-pressure X-ray scattering data.19

III. METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS

At the beginning of compression, the sample between the anvils
is greatly deformed. When the flow stops and reaches equilibrium,
complex stresses are established that are considered as a superposition
of a macroscopic differential stress and a microscopic deviatoric
stress.20 Themacro-stresses generate strains that shift the positions of

the diffraction lines, and the micro-stresses broaden the diffraction
lines. There are two different ways to measure the compressive
strength of the material, namely (i) analyze the peak widths or (ii)
measure the peak shifts related to the lattice strains. By comparing
these two approaches under uniaxial compression in a DAC, He and
Duffy21 showed that they are consistent.

Particle size, micro-strains, and instrumental factors are among
the major sources of diffraction-line broadening. We use the pre-
viously proposed theory of diffraction-line broadening for a deformed
metal to analyze the high-pressure data.22How the linewidth depends
on micro-strain and grain-size is expressed by23

(2ωhkl cos θhkl)2 � (λ/d)2 + η2hkl sin
2 θhkl, (2)

where 2ωhkl is the FWHM corrected for instrumental effects. In-
strumental broadening can be measured using a stress-free sample
with a known grain size, but in the present work instrumental
broadening was corrected using the diffraction pattern of the sample
under the minimum pressure. Also in Eq. (2), λ is the X-ray wave-
length, θhkl is the Bragg angle, d is the grain size of the crystallites, and
ηhkl is the micro-strain. The microscopic deviatoric stress can be
obtained by multiplying the Young’s modulus E for the polycrys-
talline sample under non-hydrostatic compression if themicro-strain
is known.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The pressure evolution of the selected AXRD patterns ofWwith
different grain sizes is shown in Fig. 2. With increasing pressure, the
Bragg peaks are shifted systematically andmonotonically to higher 2θ
angle. When the pressure of the 50-nm and 1-μm–3-μm samples
reaches ∼25 GPa and ∼15 GPa, respectively, the diffraction signal of
the 211 crystal plane disappears.

FIG. 1. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns (λ � 1.5404 Å) of W with different grain sizes. (b) Transmission electron microscopy image of 10-nmW powder. (c) Scanning electron
microscopy image of 50-nm W powder.
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Under nonhydrostatic compression conditions, the local
deviatoric stress, which is from the mutual contact and extrusion
betweenWgrains, broadens the diffraction lines of the polycrystalline
sample. The FWHMs of the (110), (200), and (211) diffraction peaks
of the 10-nm, 50-nm, and 1 μm–3 μm W at different pressures are
shown in Fig. 3. The line widths increase obviously with increasing
pressure at the initial compression stage and then narrowwith further
compression, which takes place at ∼4 GPa and ∼15 GPa for the
1-μm–3-μm and 10-nm W samples, respectively. This indicates that
the local stress is partially relaxed when the diffraction lines narrow.
Plastic deformation of the W sample means that the yield strength of
W may increase with pressure, which is known as work hardening.

The diffraction-line profiles from the samples exhibit broad-
ening under nonhydrostatic compression. The line widths are cor-
rected for each pressure run to plot (2ωhkl cos θhkl)

2 vs sin2 θhkl.

Figure 4 shows the typical plots. Each data set can be fitted with a
linear function. The average grain size and deviatoric strain distri-
bution can be derived by plotting (2ωhkl cos θhkl)

2 as a function of
sin2 θhkl. We can derive the change of crystallite size with increasing
pressure from the intercept of the straight line drawn through the data
points from Eq. (2). Figure 5 shows the calculated grain size of the
starting 10-nmW sample under different pressures. The initial grain
size of the nano-sample is ∼10 nm, and there is no obvious change of
grain size in the error range with increasing pressure. The intercept of
the (2ωhkl cos θhkl)

2 vs sin2 θhkl lines is relatively small for the 1-μm–3-
μm sample because the initial grain size of the micro-sample is
relatively large. The limitation of detector resolution meant that
changes in the grain size of the micro-sample could not be detected.
For the above reasons, we excluded from the data analysis the in-
fluence of grain-size change of the samples under high pressure.

FIG. 2. XRD patterns of W under various pressures at room temperature: (a) 10 nm; (b) 50 nm; (c) 1 μm–3 μm.
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The deviatoric strain is derived from the slope of the straight
lines in Eq. (2), then the microscopic deviatoric stress is calculated by
multiplying ηhkl by the aggregate Young’smodulus. The single-crystal
elastic moduli Cij and their pressure derivatives zCij/zP were mea-
sured in ultrasonic experiments at 25 °C up to 5 kbar for W.24 The Cij

at high pressure were obtained using these data and third-order
Eulerian finite-strain equations. The aggregate Young’s modulus E
was derived from the Cij at high pressure. With E known, the
deviatoric strain can be converted to themicroscopic deviatoric stress.
The microscopic deviatoric stress vs pressure is plotted in Fig. 6 for
different W grain sizes. Before the stress reached the yield strength of
each sample, the linear dependence of the microscopic deviatoric
stress with pressure in the three samples indicates that the loading
process was elastic. When the sample began to yield, the stress sat-
urated and remained approximately constant with further increases
of load. The stress of 1-μm–3-μm W agrees well with that obtained
from the radial x-ray diffraction (RXRD) experiments performed by

He andDuffy21 andXiong et al.25 This indicates that the yield strength
obtained from analyzing X-ray peak broadening is consistent with
that derived from strain theory. The micrometer-sized W yielded
when the microscopic deviatoric stress reached ∼4 GPa, whereas the
50-nm and 10-nm W did not yield until the microscopic deviatoric
stress reached ∼7 GPa and ∼14 GPa, respectively. The stress–load
curve plateaus after yielding.

The above results show that the yield strength of 10-nm W
increases by a factor of 2.5-fold compared to 1-3 μmW.This indicates
that the previously reported inverse HP effect may be due to porosity,
bond strength between grains, introduction of impurities, uneven
particle size, and change in grain morphology during sample prep-
aration. It is also possible that, as discussed byHu et al.26 and Lu,27 the
deformation mechanism of the nano metal changes because of the

FIG. 3. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) of (110), (200), and (211) diffraction
peaks of 10-nm, 50-nm, and 1 μm–3 μm W powders under various pressures.

FIG. 4. Plots of (2ω cos θ)2 vs sin2 θ for 10-nm W.

FIG. 5. Change in grain size of 10-nm W under nonhydrostatic compression.

FIG. 6.Microscopic deviatoric stress as a function of pressure. Black squares: 10-nm
W; red circles: 50-nmW; green triangles: 1-μm–3-μmW; blue inverted triangles and
cyan diamonds: micro-W from Ref. 21; pink triangles: micro-W from Ref. 25.
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difference in grain-boundary type and state, leading to the softening
of the nano metals.

V. CONCLUSION

The average yield strength of individual grains of W was
measured by using synchrotron AXRD measurements under non-
hydrostatic compression. The previously reported data on the rela-
tionship between strength and grain size from indentation or
deformation experiments might be affected by the influence of bulk
sample quality (porosity, impurities, grain–grain binding, etc.). Our
experimental results show (i) a greatly enhanced yield strength for the
W samples by reducing the grain size and (ii) that the HP effect does
not break down even at the nanoscale. When the grain size is reduced
down to 10 nm, the yield strength ofW is around 3.5 times that for the
micrometer-grained W.
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